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               BAALBIKAAS COURSES FIRST CLASES 
                                     FIRS STEP - Prayer 
                                                                                     Mantras 

    Asato Ma Sat Gamaya. Tamaso Ma Jyotirgamaya. Mrityor Ma Amritam Gamaya. 

                                                  Om Shaantih, Shaantih, Shaanti 

• Lead me on from unreal to Real, from darkness to Light, from mortality to Immortality. 

• This is the best prayer; the prayer for the Light, for the Truth, for Immortality.   

 

   Om Saha Naa-Avatu | Saha Nau Bhunaktu | Saha Viiryam Karavaavahai |  

      Tejasvi Naav[au]-Adhiitam-Astu Maa Vidvissaavahai |   Om Shaantih Shaantih Shaantih || 
 
Meaning: 
1: Om, Together may we two Move (in our Studies, the Teacher and the Student), 
2: Together may we two Relish (our Studies, the Teacher and the Student), 
3: Together may we perform (our Studies) with Vigour (with deep Concentration), 
4: May what has been Studied by us be filled with the Brilliance (of Understanding, leading to 
Knowledge); May it Not give rise to Hostility (due to lack of Understanding), 
5: Om Peace, Peace, Peace. 
(May that Knowledge give rise to Peace in the three levels - Bhautik, Pranik and Aatmik) 
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Chapter- 06  

1. Advice to Aspirants  
2. Strength 
3. The Role of  Parents  
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Advice to Aspirants 

6. He finds faults in his Guru and even superimposes defects in him. 
This is height of his folly. How can he improve in the spiritual path? 

 

7. He who is not straightforward cannot profit by the Guru's help. 

 

8. An aspirant who conceals facts, who utters falsehood, who is 
hypocritical cannot hope for the descent of divine light. He does 
things to keep up his position, to get his own way or indulges in his 
own habit. He clouds his own understanding and conscience. 
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9. It is impossible to correct an aspirant who has the 
dangerous habit of constant Self-justification. He is ready to 
bring any kind of clumsy argument to justify himself, to keep 
up his position and prestige. 

 

10. If an aspirant continues out of Self-esteem and Self-will 
or Tamasic inertia to shut his eyes or harden his heart 
against the Divine Light, so long as he does that, no one can 
help him. 

 

Advice to Aspirants 
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Advice to Aspirants 

11. The entire being must agree for the divine change. There 
must be integral surrender. Then alone the light will descend. 
Then alone the Guru can help the aspirant. 

 

12. An aspirant who is obstinate, Self-assertive or aggressive 
and Self-willed has his own ways of thinking and acting. He 
will not pay any heed to the advice of his Guru. He gets stuck 
up in the Self-created mind. He cannot rise up in the ladder 
of Yoga. 
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13. If an aspirant who is arrogant, vain, untruthful and violent says, 
that he is meditating for two hours nicely, he is a hypocrite, he is a 
deluded soul. No meditation is possible in one who has such evil 
traits. Do not believe this deluded man. 

 
14. Obey your teacher. Follow his instructions implicitly. Be truthful. 
Be calm. Be serene. Be humble. Be devoted. Be disciplined. You will 
attain Self-realisation now and here. May Lord bless you all, O 
sincere seekers after Truth. 

 
15. Svetasvatara Upanishad says: "He who has supreme devotion to 
God, and has intense devotion to the Guru as he has to God, unto 
him are the truths of the Upanishads revealed." 

 

Advice to Aspirants 
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Strength 
 This is my prayer to thee, my Lord:  
 Strike, strike at the root of penury in my heart.  
 Give me the strength lightly to bear my joys and sorrows.  
 Give me the strength to make my love fruitful in service.  
 Give the strength to raise my mind high above daily trifles.  
 And give the strength to surrender my strength to Thy will with love. 
 Life of my life, I shall ever try to keep my body pure, 
 knowing that thy living touch is upon all my limbs. 
 I shall ever try to keep all untruths out from my thoughts, 
 knowing that thou art that truth which has kindled the light of reason in my mind. 
 I shall ever try to drive all evils away from my heart and keep my love in flower, 
 knowing that thou hast thy seat in the inmost shrine of my heart. 
 And it shall be my endeavour to reveal thee in my actions, 
 knowing it is thy power gives me strength to act. 
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         The Parents Role 

Present Situation 
 

• The entire modern civilisation had engendered a way of life in 
which parents are responsible for their child's development based 
only upon material consideration, and never in terms of the 
spiritual level that is the only real and correct basis. There is a great 
spiritual dryness in the entire relationship parents have with 
children. It is based upon ignorance, attachment and mostly a total 
identification with the physical aspect. The child is thought of only 
as a physical being who has come into the family upon this physical 
plane through our own physical bodies. Therefore, everything is 
physical. The relationship is totally physical, never spiritual. 
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The Parents Role 

• Humanity itself has lost that vision and, therefore, it is no wonder 
that when children of the present generation reach adolescence, 
reach the teenage years or young adulthood they have no 
direction, they have no goal or clarity of perception. They have 
not perceived the meaning of life and are therefore aimless, 
adrift, without purpose. Their life becomes a wild fling in all 
directions, trying to get what little happiness or satisfaction they 
can from this sense-experience or that sense-experience. It is all 
sense driven upon the physical level, because they know of 
nothing better. They have no alternative. They are like children 
lost in a jungle or a traveler lost in the desert. 
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The Parents Role 

• Yet they are not to be blamed if they are in pursuit of 
pleasure. The whole modern life is pleasure-seeking, 
sensation-seeking. How can you blame the children? That 
is how they have been brought up, blank, empty inside, yet 
madly driven in their search for happiness. In childhood 
they are taught that to have a good time means going to 
places or doing things or getting objects. And so, children 
grow up in this delusion. The adults who are produced are 
at the mercy of things that are outside of themselves. 
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      The Parents Role 

• Today our teenagers are a nightmare to their parents, to their 
teachers, to the society. Their own professors and principals are 
afraid of them, and the police don't want to be bothered with 
them. They are a constant headache. Why? Because of a basic 
error right from the very start. Their life unfortunately was started 
upon the wrong note. Confusion and chaos are inevitable where 
there is no goal, no ideal, no sense of direction, no purpose, no 
vision, where the significance of life of this grand gift of God, is 
nowhere within their ken. That is the great error. But even a grain 
of proper understanding of this world, as it really is, instilled into 
young people, would grant a rich harvest in terms of happiness 
and joy. 
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The Parents Role 

• Children! Little Sparks of Divinity 

•  
The great ideal put before us from the Upanishads, Bhagavatam, all our 
great scriptures, says that children are little sparks of Divinity that have 
come into our circle due to some mystical past connection, some karmic 
connection. They are souls on a great pilgrimage, on their way towards 
attainment of a divine destiny. Therefore, we have to perceive of them 
as such, as souls on their way to divine perfection. And whatever we 
can do in order to help them on their onward journey, their ascent into 
divinity, is the need of the hour. In what way can we touch the inner 
depth of being of this little beautiful creature that is to be awakened? 
Through our affection, through our intuition, through our vibrations, 
what can we do? 
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        The Parents Role 
• It is the impressionable and formative years of childhood that 

constitute the correct time to set the child going in the right 
direction, to mould it, to make it wise and aware of its goal in life. 
During the early years the parents fill the entire world of the child, 
so that whatever they radiate to it, that is what it receives.  
"That person indeed is the real mother, 
That person indeed is the real father, 
That person indeed is the real relative, 
That person indeed is the real well-wisher, 
Who right from infancy and childhood 
Manages to impart to the child a love 
For the Divine and the Divine Name." 
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The Parents Role 

• Who is father? Who is mother? Who is relative? Who 
is well-wisher? That person who right from the very 
start of your life manages to impart to you a love for 
that which is high, that which is sublime, a love for 
God and God's Name, who manages to impart 
devotion. That is what the scriptures have to say 
about this 
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       The Parents Role 

• Queen Madalasa-An Enlightened Mother 
We also have the lofty example of queen Madalasa. She made full use of all 
the privileges her queenly status gave her to cultivate the company of 
scholars, of people learned in the ancient lore. A standing order was given to 
all the ministers of the royal court that any holy man, any sage, any saint must 
be brought to the palace and presented to the king and queen. And 
whenever a holy man was presented at court, queen Madalasa never missed 
the opportunity of having a little satsang with him, of imbibing whatever 
spirituality it was her God-given good fortune to receive. So gradually she 
developed discrimination, right enquiry, philosophical thought and 
knowledge. Ultimately she became enlightened and was full of inner spiritual 
awareness. She knew that her aspect as queen was only something 
secondary, a little temporary part she was playing in this life's drama. But in 
truth, in reality, she knew she was the ever-pure, ever-awakened, ever-free, 
ever-perfect Atman-nitya-suddha, nitya-buddha, nitya-mukta, nitya-paripurna 
atma. 
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The Parents Role 

• Queen Madalasa bore four sons. And as she placed them in the cradle, what was 
the lullaby that she sang to her children? The queen sang to them wondrous 
wisdom songs: 
"Thou art the ever-pure Atman, o beloved child. 
Thou art the ever-awakened Atman. 
Thou art spotless, the perfection of purity. 
O my darling baby, thou art that Atman 
Which is beyond darkness, beyond the veil of Maya." 
"Suddhosi bhuddhosi niranjanosi" 
(suddhosi means ever-pure, immaculate 
buddhosi means ever-awakened, illumined 
niranjanosi means spotless) 
"O beloved child, thou art the ever-pure, 
the ever-awakened, the ever-spotless. 
Thou art completely free from maya,  
free from the illusion of this earth-life. 
Already thou art awakened." 
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       The Parents Role 

• So, she put these positive suggestions into the children's 
consciousness right from their infancy. "You are not bound by 
maya. You are already beyond illusion." Why not? Born to such a 
mother it is no wonder! This was the thought and feeling she gave 
when she suckled them. And with the milk of the mother came this 
wisdom milk of Vedantic awareness into the consciousness of the 
children. And the Upanishads say that as the children grew up, 
they grew with the radiance of awakened consciousness in their 
inner being. They not only flourished physically, being royal 
princes; they also had the good fortune of being blessed with a 
mother who was an illumined being. They grew up into jnanis. By 
the time they were sixteen they were purna-jnanis. 
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             Don't Quit 
• When things go wrong as they sometimes will, 

When the road you're trudging seems all uphill, 
When the founds are low and the debts are high 
And you want to smile, but you have to sigh, 
When care is pressing you down a bit, 
Rest, if you must, but don't you quit. 

• Life is queer with its twists and turns, 
As every one of us sometimes learns, 
And many a failure turns about 
When the might have won had he stuck it out; 
Don't give up through he pace seems slow 
You may succeed with another blow. 
 

• Success is failure turned inside out- 
The silver tint of the clouds of doubt, 
And you never can tell how close you are, 
It may be never when it seems so far; 
So stick to the fight when you're hardest hit- 
It's when things seem worst that you must not quit. 
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